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THE COLUMBUS SYSTEM BASELINE AND INTERFACES. 
Frank Longhurst, Columbus System and Integration Manager 
European Space Agency, Noordwijk, The Netherlands. 
1.0 INTRODUCTION. 
The current Columbus s~stem baseline can be traced back to a number of 
Space Station linked Phase A studies funded by the European Space Agency (ESA) 
during the period 1982 to 1984, plus nationally funded studies undertaken by 
Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom during the latter part of the same 
period. All of these studies were completed in the summer of 1984, shortly 
after the invitation of the President of the United States to Europe and 
certain other countries to join the United States in an international Space 
Station Programme. 
This paper traces the evolution of the Columbus system baseline up to the 
present time and describes the most significant changes introduced into this 
baseline as a result of the definition process itself and as a consequence of 
changes introduced into other major systems with which Columbus has major 
external interfaces. 
2.0 ORIGINS OF THE COLUMBUS PROGRAMME. 
In 1982, with the Spacelab development programme nearing successful 
completion and NASA again actively studying the Space Station as the next 
logical step to the Space Transportation System, ESA proposed a number of Phase 
A studies to define possible Spacelab follow-on programme options for Europe. 
The primary goals set for these studies were : 
to identify the potential European and international user needs for 
the 1990's and beyond. 
to propose system concepts which would build on the manned 
spaceflight experience gained through the Spacelab Programme. 
to explore options involving continued co-operation with the United 
States in the frame of the proposed Space Station, but which would 
not exclude the potential for Europe to develop an autonomous space 
infra-structure in the longer term. 
The major system level studies undertaken by the Agency in response to the 
above goals were : 
Spacelab Follow-on Development Study. 
To ~xplore further development of the basic Spacelab concept to 
increase mission duration and payload capabilities. Possible 
evolution into a free-flying configuration was included in the scope 
of these studies. 
European User Aspects Studies. 
To identify potential European user needs for the 1990's, including 
the establishment o~ a Space Station user database. 
In-orbit Infra-Structure Study. 
To identify the essential elements and technology required to develop 
an autonomous European infra-structure. 
Manned Space Station Study. 
To identify possible areas for European involvement in an 
international Spece Station Progranune. 
Space Station System Study. 
To further develop the results and reconunendations of the Manned 
Space Station Study, including possible development paths leading to 
an eventual European capability for implementing an autonomous space 
infra-structure. 
Germany and Italy also conducted the nationally funded Columbus Phase A 
study with similar objectives to the ESA studies, but concentrating on a more 
specific scenario involving a further development of the Spacelab module for 
initial attachment to the US Space Station and later to be deployed for 
free-flying autonomous missions in co-orbit with the Space Station. The 
German/Italian study scope also included consideration of an unmanned platform 
for either Space Station co-orbiting missions or polar orbiting missions,'The 
United Kingdom also initiated a nationally funded study to further develop the 
concept of the serviceable polar platform already studied in the framework of 
the ESA Space Station System Study. 
The parallel flows and relationships of all of the above studies are shown 
in Fig.I, together with their input paths to the currently ongoing Columbus 
Phase B studies. 
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3.0 INITIATION OF THE COLUMBUS PROGRAMME. 
The ESA proposed Long Term Plan for the period up to 1995 was approved by 
a resolution of the ESA council, meeting at Ministerial level in Rome in 
January 1985. The resolution also responded positively to the invitation of the 
United States and identified the Columbus Programme as the primary vehicle for 
co-operation with the US and other international partners in an International 
Space Station effort. The Long Term Plan also included the development of the 
heavy lift launcher, Ariane 5, and addressed development of a European Data 
Relay Satellite (EDRS) and potential incorporation into the Agency's programmes 
of the reusable spaceplane, Hermes, under study by the French national 
authorities. 
The Columbus Preparatory Programme (Phase B) was initiated immediately 
following the Rome council meeting and, in parallel, an inter-Agency Memorandum 
of Understanding was finalised and approved by ESA and NASA to cover 
co-operative aspects and mutual exchange of data during the definition phases 
of the Columbus and Space Station Programmes, which were planned to be 
conducted in parallel. Similar agreements were signed between NASA and the 
other international partners, Canada and Japan. The ESA/NASA Memorandum of 
Understanding specifically identified a key milestone in March 1986, about half 
way through the planned 2 year parallel definition phases, at which the two 
Agencies would mutually agree in the form of a Programme Level Agreement, the 
Columbus Flight Elements to be carried forward under the MOU arrangement for 
the remainder of the definition phase. The existence of this inter-Agency 
milestone was one of the primary reasons for dividing the Columbus Phase B 
studies into two separate phases; Phase Bl being planned to run from May 1985 
to March 1986, and Phase B2 from April 1986 to March 1987. Due primarily to the 
fact that the the ESA/NASA Programme Level Agreement was not achieved until the 
summer of 1986, Phase Bl was eventually extended up to July 1986 and Phase B2 
did not start until November 1986. 
4.0 OVERALL SCOPE OF THE COLUMBUS PREPARATORY PROGRAMME. 
The overall scope of the Columbus Preparatory Programme covers not only 
the definition of the Space Segment elements and flight configurations, but 
also includes the definition of other key supporting segments required for the 
proper definition of the system and the subsequent implementation of the 
development and operational phases of the programme. The key supporting 
segments included are the Supporting Technology Programme, and the definition 
of the European Ground Segment and Columbus Utilisation Programmes. 
The primary objective of the Supporting Technology Programme is to ensure 
that development of the critical technologies required to support the programme 
is initiated in European industry and will be available in time to meet the 
needs of the programme. For the Ground Segment, the primary objective is to 
develop the Columbus operational scenarios in line with the requirements of the 
overall Columbus system and its potential payloads, and to define the ground 
infra-structure required in Europe to support these. The initial task of the 
Columbus Utilisation Programme is to develop a payload database in conjunction 
with the user communities and from which representative "reference" payload 
missions can be extracted to support the system definition process, 
particularly with respect to system configuration, sizing and performance. 
5.0 THE INITIAL PHASE B SYSTEM BASELINE AND INTERFACES. 
The system baseline, as identified at the start of Phase Bl, was 
established following completion of the Columbus "Bridging Phase", which was 
conducted in late 1984/early 1985 to harmonise the results and recommendations 
arising from the various ESA and national Phase A studies ref erred to in 
paragraph 2.0 above. The scope of the Bridging Phase also included an 
assessment of the NASA Space Station System Requirements and Reference 
Configuration, as documented in the NASA Space Station Phase B RFP. 
The Phase Bl Invitation .to Tender (ITT), which is the ESA equivalent to a 
NASA RFP, was issued to European industry in February 1985 and documented the 
Columbus system baseline ip the form of a set of System Requirements, supported 
by Reference Configurations for the Columbus Flight Elements, a Reference 
Operations Concept and Reference Payload Model Missions. The Reference 
Configurations and Operations Concept were issued as "points of departure" for 
the system definition studies and the Payload Model Missions as a set of 
references against which the definition of the Flight Elements was to be 
matured in terms of systems sizing, capabilities and performances. 
5.1 System Requirements. 
The System Requirements comprised "US sourced 11 requirements, taken from 
the NASA Phase B RFP, and "Columbus sourced" requirements taken from the ESA 
and national Phase A study results. At the start of Phase Bl a number of key 
system driving parameters such as launcher performance, module pressure level 
and main power type/voltage, were not specified in the requirements and were 
documented in the form of system options to be traded during the phase. It was 
recognised that several of these could only be finalised in conjunction with 
the ongoing NASA Space Station definition studies. 
The Flight Elements included as a part of the system baseline for Phase Bl 
were identified as follows : 
A Pressurised Module to be integrated into, or attached to, the NASA 
Spuce Station manned base. Its capability to perform unmanned 
free-flying missions, in conjunction with the Resource Module to be 
also assessed. · 
A Resource Module to provide the required resources and services for 
the Pressurised Module in its free-flying mode. 
Free-flying unmanned Platforms, co-orbiting with the manned base, and 
in polar orbit. 
An unmanned Service Vehicle to support the free-flying Platforms. 
Growth to a manned Service Vehicle to be assessed. 
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Note The Pressurised Module, when flying in its unmanned free-flying mode 
in conjunction with the Resource Module was assigned a separate 
identity; the Columbus Man-Tended Free-Flyer (MTFF). 
The System Requirements identified the NASA Space Transportation System 
(NSTS) as the reference launch system for all Columbus Flight Elements, with 
the added requirement to assess their compatibility with the Ariane 5 launcher 
as an alternative launch vehicle. The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRSS) 
was specified as the primary communications and data link medium for the Flight 
Elements. 
5.2 Reference Configurations. 
Reference Configurations, including configuration options, together with 
major performance parameters were identified for each of the above Flight 
Elements, with the exception of the Resource Module which had not reached a 
sufficient level of maturity at the start of the phase. The main configuration 
options addressed in the system baseline were as follows : 
Pressurised Module : Two configuration options were identified which differed 
only in the docking port arrangement; one option having radial ports to enable 
it to be ·fully integrated within the "module racetrack" of the NASA Space 
Station manned base Reference Configuration, the other having axial ports to 
allow for simple end attachment to one of the Space Station manned base nodes. 
Obviously, only the latter option was applicable for the definition of the 
free-flying mode of the Pressurised Module in conjunction with the Resource 
Module. 
Polar/Co-orbiting Platforms : Two basic configuration options were identified; 
the first representing an integrated configuration with platform resources and 
services distributed and optimised for the polar platform mission; the second 
being a clear modular approach with all basic resources and services 
concentrated in a "utilities or resource module"; a second separable module -
the payload carrier - serving as the payload mounting area. These two 
configuration options were included in the Phase Bl system baseline to drive 
out the feasibility, or otherwise, of developing a single basic configuration 
for the co-orbiting and polar platform missions, even though the mission 
requirements identified for the two missions were significantly different in 
terms of platform sizing and performance parameters. 
Service Vehicle : Although the system baseline for Phase Bl addressed primarily 
the unmanned Service Vehicle for servicing the platforms, a manned 
configuration option was also included in the Reference Configurations to cover 
a possible servicing scenario for the Pressurised Module in its free-flying 
mode and to verify the feasibility, or otherwise, of developing a manned 
Service Vehicle as a growth version of the unmanned Service Vehicle. 
The Reference Configurations identified for the start of Phase Bl are 
shown pictorially in fig.II. 
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5.3 Reference Operations Concept. 
The Reference Operations Concept addressed typical operational scenarios 
for the Columbus Flight Elements, based on the principle of operational control 
from Europe. One of the primary tasks identified for Phase Bl Ground Segment 
studies was to develop these scenarios in conjunction with NASA to drive out a 
top level operational concept for the combined operations of Columbus and the 
Space Station. The Reference Operations Concept also specified the launch and 
servicing scenarios and options to be used in support of the definition of each 
of the Flight Elements. These were specified as follows : 
Pressurised Module : To be launched directly to the Space Station by NSTS and 
to be attached to, or integrated into, the manned base by the Orbiter RMS, 
station manipulator and crew EVA. Subsequent servicing to be at the Space 
Station, using the NSTS 90 day logistics cycle for up and down loads. Primary 
servicing mode to be by crew IVA, with station manipulator/crew EVA for 
external servicing. This scenario was also identified for the unmanned 
free-flying mode of the Pressurised Module (see also under Resource Module). 
Polar Platform : To be launched by NSTS to an intermediate orbit for deployment 
and on-orbit assembly by the Orbiter RMS and crew EVA. After initial transfer 
up to operational orbit, subsequent servicing to be every 2 years by 11 fly-down 11 
to the NSTS or alternatively in-situ by "fly-up 11 of the ground based Service 
Vehicle, deployed/retrieved by NSTS. Primary servicing mode for the NSTS case 
to be by the Orbiter RMS plus crew EVA and for the Service Vehicle case by 
robotics. 
Co-orbiting Platform : To be launched by NSTS directly to the Space Station 
orbit for deployment and on-orbit assembly by the Orbiter RMS and crew EVA. 
Subsequent servicing to be every 3-6 months by 11 fly-back 11 to the Space Station 
or alternatively in-situ by NSTS or the Service Vehicle, based at the Space 
Station for this case. Primary servicing mode for the Space Station case to be 
by the station manipulator and crew EVA, and for the NSTS case by the Orbiter 
RMS and crew EVA. The servicing mode for the Service Vehicle case was not 
defined, pending eventual selection of the unmanned or manned configuration for 
this vehicle. 
Service Vehicle. : To be launched by NSTS, either to an intermediate orbit for 
deployment and initiation of a Polar Platform servicing mission, or directly to 
the Space Station for berthing in readiness for a co-orbiting servicing 
mission. For the first case, the Service.Vehicle to be returned to ground for 
servicing on completion of each Columbus servicing mission after rendevous 
with, and retrieval by, NSTS. For the second case, Service Vehicle servicing to 
be performed at the Space Station manned base between missions. The servicing 
mode for the ground based case to be by normal ground crew intervention and for 
the Space Station based case by the station manipulator and crew IVA/EVA, 
depending on the eventually selected Service Vehicle configuration. 
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Resource Module. : To be launched by NSTS directly to the Space Station for 
assembly onto the attached Pressurised Module by the Orbiter RMS, station 
manipulator and crew EVA to make up the MTFF flight configuration. Subsequent 
servicing to be at the Space Station between unmanned free-flying MTFF missions 
(3 months - 1 year). The primary servici~g mode to be by Station manipulator 
and crew EVA. 
5.4 Payload Model Missions. 
The system baseline_, as defined in the System Requirements for Phase Bl, 
was completed by the Payload Model Missions, which identified the reference 
payload sets to be enveloped by the configurations and performances of each of 
the Flight Elements. These payload sets were selected from the European User 
Aspects (EUA) database and were the same as those which had been input by ESA 
to the NASA Space Station User Database (SSUDB). · 
The Payload Model Missions reflected the strong European user interest in 
the micro-gravity related disciplines of Materials Science, Fluid Physics and, 
to a lesser extent, Life Sciences as well as the high interest in Europe 
towards the Earth Observations/Meteorology disciplines. They were grouped into 
payload sets per Columbus Flight Element as follows : 
Pressurised Module. 
MAT-110 
MAT-120 
LIF-111 
Materials Research Lab. 
Microgravity (crew interactive). 
General Purpose LIF Facility 
Also identified for the Pressurised Module were a group of Technology 
experiments TOS-235,-236,-241 and -244. 
Co-orbiting Platform. 
MAT-130 
LIF-310 
LIF-312 
Polar Platform. 
EOB-310 
EOB-410 
SCN-310 
SCN-410 
LIF-313 
Automated Materials Processing. 
Biology. 
Bio-Processing. 
Morning Platform Earth Observation Payload. 
Afternoon Platform Earth Observation Payload. 
Mobile Radio 1. 
Mobile Radio 2. 
Biology. 
No specific payload sets were identified for the Pressurised Module in its 
free-flying mode, pending better definition of this flight configuration and 
further development of the associated operational scenario. Derivatives of the 
payload sets identified for the Pressurised Module were clearly seen as the 
primary candidates, particularly in view of the implied "mixed mode" of 
operation for this Flight Element. 
6.0 SIGNIFICANT CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM BASELINE FOLLOWING PHASE Bl. 
As a result of the system trade studies, analyses and costing activities 
performed during Phase Bl, a number of significant changes were introduced into 
the system baseline prior to entering into Phase B2. These changes also 
included the results of system interactions with the ongoing NASA Phase B Space 
Station definition studies, the ESA/NASA Programme Level Agreement and a 
general re-aligrunent of the programme to move away from complete dependence on 
the NSTS as the primary launch and servicing vehicle for the Columbus Flight 
Elements. The major changes to be noted are : 
6.1 System Requirements. 
The Systems Requirements' were completely updated to reflect the Phase Bl 
results, including inputs from the ongoing NASA Space Station Phase B studies, 
and were published in a single Columbus Systems Requirements Document (SRD). 
Included in this-major update were a number of significant changes to the 
System Requirements. Ariane 5 was baselined as the primary launch vehicle for 
the Polar Platform, with Titan 4 being retained as a back-up launch vehicle; 
NSTS being dropped as a launch vehicle option. The MTFF was introduced into the 
system baseline as a separate, dedicated flight configuration, using a smaller 
Pressurised Module in conjunction with the Resource Module, and Ariane 5 was 
also baselined as the launch vehicle for this new flight configuration. In the 
servicing area, Hermes was introduced into the system baseline as the primary 
servicing vehicle for the Polar Platform, with NSTS servicing compatibility to 
be retained. In conjunction with this change the nominal servicing interval for 
the Polar Platform was increased to 4 yrs. Hermes was also specified as a 
second servicing mode for the MTFF in addition to the Space Station manned 
base. The European Data Relay Satellite was incorporated into the system 
baseline, in addition to TDRSS, as a communications and data transfer medium 
for the Columbus Flight Elements. 
6.2 Reference Configurations. 
Attached Pressurised Module : The Pressurised Module integrated configuration 
(radial ports) was dropped in line with the corresponding change to the Space 
Station manned base Reference Configuration and the length was fixed at the 
equivalent to 4 Spacelab segments to accommodate the Reference Mission 
facilities and payloads and to support the overall storage requirements of the 
manned base. The initial Bl concept of a mixed attached/free-flying mode of 
operations for the Attached Pressurised Module was also dropped. 
Man-Tended Free-Flyer (MTFF) : A dedicated Reference Configuration for the MTFF 
was established comprising two Flight Elements as follows 
Pressurised Module : A new Flight Element consisting of a two segment 
Pressurised Module dedicated to micro-gravity payloads in the Materials 
Science, Fluid Physics and compatible Life Science disciplines. 
Resource Module : The Reference Configuration for this Flight Element, 
which was established during Phase Bl was now incorporated into the MTFF 
Reference Configuration, as an unpressurised configuration, sized to 
provide the resources and services required by the two segment Pressurised 
Module and the MTFF flight configuration as a whole. The primary resources 
and services provided for were power, navigation/guidance, data handling, 
communications, attitude control, propulsion and consumables storage for 
the Pressurised Module sub-systems. 
Polar Platform : The concept of a common basic configuration for the Polar and 
Co-orbiting Platforms was discontinued and a dedicated Polar Platform 
configuration established. This configuration was sized down from the initial 
concept to eliminate on-orbit assembly and to be compatible with a single 
Ariane 5 launch, including an initial payload of 2500kg. 
Co-orbiting Platform : The initially large Co-orbiting Platform concept was 
discontinued and replaced, as a programme option, by an enhanced version of the 
Eureca platform currently under development by the Agency. The main 
enhancements introduced with this new version of the Eureca platform are 
increased mission duration, celestial pointing(including increased accuracy), 
improved data handling(data rates/storage) and deletion of the liquid cooling 
loop. These have been introduced to accommodate user requirements for Space 
Science missions. The enhanced Eureca configuration is shown pictorially in 
fig.III. 
Note : The Columbus Service Vehicle had been dropped prior to the end of Phase 
Bl, due primarily to the complexity of the servicing scenarios involving this 
Flight Element and the availability of alternative, less complex, scenarios for 
servicing the other Columbus Flight Elements. 
6.3 Reference Operations Concept. 
Changes to the Reference Operations Concept were also introduced primarily 
to update the launch and servicing scenarios in line with the above changes to 
the Systems Requirements and Reference Configurations. The two flight 
configurations most affected by these changes were the Polar Platform, where 
the servicing scenario was updated to baseline "fly-down" of the platform to be 
serviced by Hermes or NSTS, and the MTFF, where the reference servicing 
scenario was established to be by "fly-back" to the Space Station manned base, 
with later servicing cycles to be supported by Hermes. The reference servicing 
scenario for the enhanced Eureca was added; this being ground based between 
missions. Typical launch and servicing scenarios are shown in fig.IV. 
The European Data Relay Satellite (EDRS) was also introduced as a 
communications resource for the programme in addition to TDRSS. 
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6.4 Payload Model Missions. 
Following completion of the initial Utilisation studies, conducted in 
parallel with the Phase Bl system definition studies, the Reference Model 
Missions were updated to reflect a more specific assignment of facilities 
and/or instrument complements to be used for the next phase of the Flight 
Elements definition. Included in this Payload Model Mission update was the 
initial identification of a specific payload complement for the MTFF 
configuration as follows : 
MAT-140 
LIF-141 
Material Science Payload. 
Life Science Payload (Biology). 
7.0 CURRENT SYSTEM BASELINE AND INTERFACES. 
With Phase B2 now almost completed, the system baseline and its associated 
external system interfaces has again been subjected to further updates as a 
result of the continuing definition process and changes introduced into the 
Space Station, Ariane and Hermes programmes, with which Columbus has major 
interfaces. In particular, configuration options have been reopened for the 
Polar Platform and the MTFF in response to the major requirements changes 
introduced after completion of Phase Bl and more recent changes in Ariane 5 and 
Hermes configurations/performances. The Columbus Preparatory Programme schedule 
has been extended up to the end of 1987 to allow sufficient time to complete 
definition of the system in conjunction with the maturing understanding of the 
key external interfaces. The current status is described below. 
7.1 System Requirements. 
The Systems Requirements are still being updated through the normal 
maturing process, as the Columbus system comes into better focus. There are 
still a large number of "TBD's" to be closed out in several key areas, many of 
which are related to the major external interfaces and the associated 
inter-action of the various major programmes currently under parallel 
definition. There has been no significant dialogue with NASA for some time on 
harmonising some of the key system requirements, such as power, life support 
systems and standard payload interfaces and these areas need to be worked 
extensively prior to entering into the development phase under a co-operative 
programme agreement. 
The key payload parameters of mass and power for each of the Columbus 
flight configurations are becoming stabilised at around the following values 
Attached Pressurised Module. 
Payload Power 
Payload Mass 
lOkw average. 
0-3000 kg at launch(NSTS limited) 
up to 10000 kg operational. 
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Polar Platform. 
Payload Power 
Payload Mass 
Man-Tended Free-Flyer. 
Payload Power 
Payload Mass 
Enhanced Eureca. 
Payload Power 
Payload Mass 
7.2 Reference Configurations. 
3.0kw daylight av./2.3kw eclipse av. 
2000kg/2500kg at launch (launch vehicle 
performance dependent). 
Skw average. 
2000kg at launch. 
lkw average. 
lOOOkg. 
Attached Pressurised Module : The Reference Configuration for the Attached 
Pressurised Module remains basically unchanged from Phase Bl in its general 
sizing and accommodations. The baseline for the primary structure, however, is 
currently being proposed to be changed to an all welded construction, rather 
than the separate segment approach used previously, to avoid potential problems 
associated with segment seal life limitations. 
Man-Tended Free-Flyer (MTFF) : The Reference Configuration established for the 
MTFF prior to the start of Phase B2 is still maturing, with configuration 
options yet to be finalised in conjunction with the final selection of the 
Polar Platform flight configuration (see Resource Module below). The current 
status is as follows : 
Pressurised Module : Remains essentially unchanged from that established 
prior to the start of Phase B2. An all welded construction for the primary 
structure is now being proposed instead of the 2 segment approach 
previously used. This is in line with the change proposed for the Attached 
Pressurised Module. 
Resource Module : Two configuration options for the Resource Module are 
currently retained as follows : 
1) A dedicated Resource Module, optimised for the MTFF mission. 
2) A common core Resource Module for application to the MTFF and the 
Polar Platform missions. 
1 Both of the above configurations are based on an active thermal control 
system; the main difference being in the distribution of sub-system functions 
between the Resource Module and the Pressurised Module in option 1, and between 
the Resource Module and the Pressurised Module or Polar Platform Payload 
Carrier in option 2. Both options have the capability to access both TDRSS and 
EDRS. The selection of one or the other configuration will be made in 
conjunction with the selection of the Polar Platform configuration 
(commonality/cost trade-off). 
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Polar Platform : The Reference Configuration for the Polar Platform currently 
includes 3 configurations options as follows 
1) A dedicated platform configuration, matched to the Hermes servicing 
capability and with a design life of 12 yrs. This configuration 
employs a passive thermal design system and is compatible with NSTS 
servicing, which would be required to extend the platform operational 
life beyond 8yrs. due to the limited Hermes upload capability. 
2) A dedicated platform configuration, matched to the NSTS servicing 
capability, with a design life of 30yrs. This configuration also 
employs a passive thermal control system and assumes a servicing 
interval of 3yrs. 
3) A platform configuration based on the use of the common core Resource 
Module as also used for the Man-Tended Free-Flyer. This configuration 
uses the active thermal control system of the Resource Module. 
All of the above configurations meet the key payload parameters identified 
in paragraph 7.1 above and include the capability to access both TDRSS and 
EDRS. It is currently planned to select the baseline configuration by no later 
than May/June 1987, prior to entering the final phase of the preliminary design 
activity. 
Co-orbiting Platform : The Reference Configuration for the enhanced Eureca 
remains essentially unchanged. 
In refining the above Reference Configurations during the current study 
Phase, a considerable level of sub-system commonality has been introduced 
across the Pressurised Modules, Resource Module and Polar Platform Flight 
Elements. This includes common solar arrays (including deployment mechanisms 
and masts), common communications sub-system hardware (including antenna 
masts), common on-board data management and GNC hardware and common engines. 
The current Reference Configurations are shown pictorially in fig.V. 
7.3 Reference Operations Concept. 
The Reference Operations Concept has been further updated to reflect 
Ariane 5 launch operations, the Hermes servicing missions and use of the EDRS. 
The current reference scenarios per flight configuration are as follows : 
Attached Pressurised Module : To be launched by NSTS directly to the Space 
Station with a TBD initial payload and docked by the NSTS Orbiter/Space Station 
manipulator systems, with crew EVA as a back-up. All servicing and payload 
exchange to be accomplished via the 90 day NSTS logistics cycle. Servicing mode 
is IVA for payloads and internal systems and station manipulator/crew EVA for 
external equipment. 
Man-Tended Free-Flyer : To be launched by a single Ariane 5 into an 
intermediate orbit of +/-450km/28° with an initial payload of up to 2000kg. 
Automatic deployment and final positioning to initiate a 11 boomerang 11 trajectory 
for optimum micro-gravity conditions and to facilitate subsequent rendezvous 
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with the Space Station or Hermes for servicing. Servicing and payload exchange 
to be accomplished whilst docked to Hermes or the Space Station at a nominal 
service interval of 180 days. Servicing mode is by IVA for all payloads and 
internally mounted sub-systems and by the Hermes or Space Station manipulator 
systems plus crew EVA for externally mounted equipment. 
Polar Platform : To be launched by a single Ariane 5 into an intermediate orbit 
with an initial payload of 2000kg. Automatic deployment followed by transfer to 
its operational sun synchronous "morning" orbit at +/- 850 km under own 
propulsion. Servicing and payload exchange to be accomplished by fly-down to 
rendezvous with either Hermes or NSTS at a nominal service interval of 4 or 3 
years respectively. Servicing mode is by the Hermes or NSTS Orbiter manipulator 
systems plus crew EVA. 
Enhanced Eureca. : To be launched by NSTS as a partial cargo into an 
intermediate orbit with a payload complement of lOOOkg. Removal from the 
Orbiter cargo bay by the Orbiter manipulator system, followed by automatic 
deployment and initiation of required trajectory to meet the specific mission 
needs. Rendezvous with NSTS after a nominal mission period of lyr.+ for 
retrieval and return to earth for servicing and ground processing for the next 
mission cycle. 
7.4 Payload Model Missions. 
The Payload Model Missions have now been significantly updated as a result 
of the ongoing Columbus Utilisation studies and specific user discipline 
studies. The current payload references used for the ongoing system definition 
process are contained in the Model Payloads and Reference Missions document. 
The actual Reference Missions being used as inputs for the payload 
accommodations aspects of each of the Columbus Flight Elements are summarised 
below. 
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( 
Pressurised Module. 
No. of Racks No. of Racks 
required acconunodated 
MAT 110 G.P. W9RK BENCH 3 2 
METALLURGY LAB. 4 4 
FLUID SCIENCE LAB. 5 4 
CRYSTAL LABORATORY 5 4 
CONTAINERLESS PROC. LAB. 2 2 
DEDICATED EXPT. LAB. 1 1 
LIF 111 G. P. WORK BENCH 3 
BIOCHEM./BIOL. ANALYSI~ 3 3 
INCUBATOR 2 2 
COOLER FREEZER 2 2 
BIOPROCESSING FACILITY 3 2 
HUMAN FACILITY 3 3 
GRAVIT. BIOL. FACILITY 3 3 
ANIMAL RESEARCH FACILITY 1 1 
ANIMAL HOLDING FACILITY 2 
CENTRIFUGE 4 
STORAGE HABITATION/STATION OPS 18 13 
CATEGORY III 12 4 
SUBSYS. SUBFLOOR EQUIPMENl · 15 15 
CREW WORK STATION 8 8 
SAFE HAVEN 2 2 
SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK 3 3 
VIEWPORT ACCESS 2 2 
106 80 
Note: Allocation of Cat. III storage (experiment specific storage) is far 
below of what is required. Assumption is that storage space equivalent to 
volume of 8 - 10 racks will be made available in nodules or in the 
Logistic Module. 
A typical acconunodation layout for this Reference Mission is shown in 
fig. VI. 
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Polar Platform. 
Core Payloads 
AVHRR 
HIRS 
AMSU 
IR Limb Sounder 
Scatterometer 
Radar Altimeter 
SAR 
ATSR 
Imaging Spectro(MODIS T) 
Pass.Microwave Imager 
Additional Payloads 
ATLID 
Microwave Limb Sounder 
Conical Scan Radiometer 
ARGOS 
Search and Rescue 
Mass {kg) 
30 
40 
100 
170 
250 
100 
650 
30 
70 
240 
1700 
145 
167 
50 
100 
40 
502 
Heritage 
Advanced Tiros-N (NOAA-K,L,M) 
Advanced Tiros-N (NOAA-K,L,M) 
Advanced Tiros-N (NOAA-K,L,M) 
RAL CIR Study 
Columbus Payload Study 
ERS-1 
Columbus Payload Study 
ERS-1 
US Studies 
Columbus Payload Study 
ESTEC Instrument Concept 
MAS (Microwave Atmosphere 
Sounder) - D, CH 
CSR Study - D 
Advanced Tiros-N (NOAA-K,L,M) 
Advanced Tiros-N (NOAA-K,L,M) 
Note: The above masses for the instruments only include a simple mounting 
plate for interfacing. Any additional mounting structures needed are 
considered to be part of the platform. 
Enhanced Eureca. 
The Reference Mission currently under study 'for the enhanced Eureca 
platform is SPA-410, the GRASP facility. This facility is representative 
of a number of medium sized astronomical and astrophysical observations. 
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Man-Tended Free-Flyer. 
No. of Racks No. of Racks 
reguired accommodated 
MAT 140 SOLUTION GROWTH 1 1 
VAPOUR GROWTH 1 1 
LIQUID PH. EPITAXY 1 1 
FLUX GROWTH 1 1 
TRAVELLING SOLVENT 2 2 
GRADIENT FURNACE 2 2 
CONT.LESS PROCESSING 2 2 
THERMOPHYS. PROPERTIES 1 1 
GRIT. POINT FACILITY 1 1 
CONT. FLOW FACILITY 1 1 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 1 1 
LIF 141 PROTEIN CRYST. GROWTH 1 1 
GRAVIT. BIOL. LAB 2 2 
CELSS TEST FACILITY 2 2 
RADIATION BIOL. EXP. 
* 
AQUARACK 1 1 
BIOTECHNOLGOY FACILITY 3 3 
TOS 216 TECHNO.EXPOSURE FACILITY * 
SUBSYSTEMS 15 15 
SPARES 2 
38 40 
Note : * = Potential externally attached payload. 
A typical accommodation for this Reference Mission is shown in fig.VII. 
8.0 CONCLUSIONS. 
The definition process for the Columbus system is now reaching a critical 
stage, with convergence to a specific set of Flight Element configurations a 
high priority objective to allow the depth of definition required to enter into 
the development phase of the programme. In several areas the definition of the 
external interfaces to other major systems under parallel definition is not yet 
very mature and requires special emphasis. The studies performed to date have 
created a very comprehensive database, which will ease the task of convergence 
once major programme decisions are made. The Columbus Programme is ready to 
participate in these decisions and move forward into the next phase. 
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FIGURE IV: TYPICAL LAUNCH/SERVICING SCENARIOS 
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Abbrevlo. tions• 
SIS SubsysteM 
AR Aquo.ro.ck 
GBL Gravity Biology Lo.b 
TPF Tro.nsport Properties Fo.clllty 
CPF Critical Point Fo.cility 
TPP TherMophyslco.l Properties 
PCF Protein Crysto.liso.tlon Fo.clllty 
BPF Bioprocesslng Fo.cillty 
CLF Conto.lnerless Processing Fo.c1llty 
GFA Gro.client Furno.ce AsseMbly 
VGF Vo.pour Growth Fo.clllty 
SGF Solution Growth Fo.clllty 
CLS CELSS Test Fo.c1lity 
CFF Continuous Flow Facility 
FGF Flux Growth Fo.cllity 
TSF Tro.velllng Solvent Fo.cility 
LPE Liquid Pho.se Eplto.xy 
~Space not o.vallable 
~clue to SAL II. viewports 
D Storo.ge Spo.ce <HSD o.ncl C3) 
~ SubsysteM Alloca tlon D Exp. Fo.cilities 
PAYLOAD ACOMMODATION - MTFF 
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